
involved in that dehumanizing conversation.” Narrators include past and present
patients, staff, and other people connected to the institution. For a recent
exhibit on veterans and mental illness, they had the clinical staff talk to current
patients who identify as vets and ask if they wanted to tell their story. Because
the current hospital is much like a prison, “We go in with our tape recorders and
nothing else,” Dysart said.

A lot has happened since 2004, when the unclaimed cremains became pub-
lic knowledge. A group of mostly volunteers has opened a high-quality museum
and founded a thriving oral history project. In 2007, hospital staff got official
permission to release the names of cremated patients and were able to reunite
many with their families. The rest have been incorporated into a striking memo-
rial garden on museum grounds. Staff members are still inventorying the collec-
tion in the basement and scanning photos. “We’re digitizing the collection as we
go along,” Dysart said. “We hope to someday have a fully virtual museum on
the website.” In the meantime, scholars can call the museum directly with
inquiries. The Oregon State Hospital Museum of Mental Health has truly
accomplished a lot with a little, and made an enormous contribution to this
often-stigmatized subject area.

Teresa Bergen
Independent Scholar
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The New York Preservation Archives Project, 174 East 80th Street, New York,
NY. http://www.nypap.org/

The New York Preservation Archives Project (NYPAP) presents the compelling and
widely unacknowledged intersection of architectural preservation and oral history.
The focus of the NYPAP extends beyond architectural preservation and really high-
lights community preservation because, as several of the interviews in the collection
suggest, the architectural spaces are significant to and indicative of the commun-
ities in which they exist. By working to preserve these spaces, the various architects,
community leaders, and lawyers who have been interviewed are actively working to
preserve the rich cultural history that has defined New York City for centuries.

In 1965, the New York legislature passed the New York City Landmarks
Law, which was designed to protect the city’s historic sites. Development,
expansion, and economic interests have posed many challenges to the law since
it was first enacted. The mission of the NYPAP is to “engage members of the
preservation movement”—those who helped defeat challenges to the
Landmarks Law as well as other community members—“with their own history”
and to “capture the underrepresented stories of preservation in New York City”
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(http://www.nypap.org/oral-history/). In her 2015 interview, Denise Brown-
Puryear highlights one of the central issues driving this dual preservation project.
She says that the work of community leaders like herself and her fellow inter-
viewee Deborah Young is often done quietly, with the media only coming out if
something tragic happens. In her words, “The positive things, which are plentiful
throughout our communities and always have been, are not highlighted”
(http://www.nypap.org/oral-history/denise-brown-puryear-deborah-young/).

The main page of the NYPAP website is divided into three content areas:
“Our Collections,” “Resources,” and “News and Events.” Within “Our Collections,”
users have a choice of visiting the “Preservation History Database,” which focuses
on the places, organizations, and policies associated with architectural preservation
in New York, and the “Oral Histories” collection. There are currently sixty-six inter-
views available on the site. The earliest interview, with New York City councilman
Robert Low, was conducted in 2002, and several interviews were completed in the
summer of 2016. The earlier interviews include an embedded audio track, while
many of the newer interviews are presented with embedded YouTube videos. For
each interview, the user is given a choice of how to read the transcript, either
through the downloadable PDF that opens in a separate window or through the
full text included on the interview page. It is a beautiful detail of the site’s design
that the images paired with the individual interviews draw attention to the archi-
tectural spaces at the heart of the project. These spaces, like the Isaac I. Rice
Mansion and the 23rd Street Ferry Terminal, are likely as underrepresented in visual
history as the stories they tell, simply because they are not as widely recognizable
as a landmark like Grand Central Station.

Close to the top of the “Oral Histories” page is an area highlighting three
featured projects: “Saving Preservation Stories,” “Through the Legal Lens,” and
“Leading the Commission.” The first two projects include short videos that blend
excerpts from interviews with text detailing historic information about the topic.
These projects are the beginning pieces which group the existing interviews into
distinct categories of narration.

One especially striking aspect of the site’s design is that each interview
includes a summary of the people, organizations, places, and policies referenced
in the interview. Many of the names are hyperlinked to other interviews or data-
base pages. This serves to connect the interviews and context and allows users
to explore certain topics further if they choose. Not all interviews have this level
of additional accessibility, but it demonstrates the beginnings of a great network
for the interviews to live within.

Database pages like the one for the Tribeca Historic Districts have a section
titled “Archives, Personal Files, Oral Histories, and Ephemera,” which lists and
links to the oral histories that have been conducted pertaining to that place,
organization, or policy (http://www.nypap.org/preservation-history/tribeca-
historic-districts/). The historian will certainly appreciate the work that has
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been put into the database pages. The background information provided is
well researched and accompanied by footnote citations, which shows that the
NYPAP is interested in being utilized as a historic resource on multiple levels.
This is also evident on their “Resources” page, where they provide links to
other oral history projects in New York. There are also links to the Oral History
Association website and the OHA’s Principles and Best Practices.

The layout of the “Resources” page raises a few questions regarding func-
tionality and navigability. There are links on the page that allow users to skip
down to the Preservation History Resources or the General Archival Resources,
but there is no way to get back to the top of the page other than to scroll back
up if you want to navigate elsewhere. There is a surprising resource nugget that
is almost hidden at the bottom of the page below the Archival Resources—a
section for New York City History and Preservation Resources. Given that the
focus of the NYPAP is the preservation of New York’s history, it might have
been more valuable to place these resources first. It is incredible that they have
taken the time to compile a selection of resources pertaining to records manage-
ment and general archival preservation guidelines, as this allows the site to func-
tion as a teaching tool for future oral historians and archivists; however, that
information should not overpower the information about preserving the great-
ness of New York City.

The group has chosen to make their oral histories available with a Creative
Commons copyright, encouraging users to share and utilize the interviews for new
research and other projects. The beautiful images of the architecture used
throughout the site, however, are subject to their own copyright, and it is unclear
if there is an established process for duplication requests, especially for audio.

The scope of the New York Preservation Archives Project essentially seeks to
capture a former way of life. The site’s home page showcases an image from the
1962 protest to save Pennsylvania Station, a structure built in the early twentieth
century with details modeled on the ancient buildings of Greece and Rome.
Images of the lavish Penn Station from its early days in 1905 to its last days in
1962 can be found with many of the interviews. With all of the site’s images being
presented in black and white, there is a sensation of being transported to a time
when communal spaces like Penn and Grand Central Station could make “every
citizen feel important” (American Experience: The Rise and Fall of Penn Station,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼4Pz8gP2A7rQ). Efforts by residents to
restore spaces in the Grand Concourse of the Bronx also highlight the strong
impact of preservation on the community. As urban planner Sam Goodman states,
the people are “given the chance to discover what makes their community histori-
cally significant. Because, in fact, we are all part of that chain of time.”

The unique and awe-inspiring thing about New York City is seeing historic
two-story structures standing amongst modern two-hundred-story skyscrap-
ers—gems visible to every resident and tourist. It is the tireless efforts that
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allowed these structures to live on that have gone largely unnoticed. By provid-
ing access to these preservation narratives and other historic sources, the
NYPAP is working to fill the gap in the historic record, and their achievements
thus far have placed the project at the center of a story that is still unfolding.

Chandler Taylor
Louisiana State University
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Cameraperson. Documentary film directed by Kirsten Johnson. Produced by
Kirsten Johnson and Marilyn Ness. Criterion Collection, 2016. DVD; also
available on Amazon, iTunes, YouTube, GooglePlay, and Vudu.

Stories We Tell. Documentary film directed by Sarah Polley. Produced by Sarah
Polley, Anita Lee, and Silva Basmajian. Performed by Pixie Bigelow, Deirdre
Bowen, and Geoffrey Bowes. Lionsgate, 2013. DVD; also available on Amazon,
iTunes, YouTube, Google Play, and Vudu.

As oral historians, we often wonder what makes oral history and what can be
made with oral history. How can oral histories exist outside of the archives?
What counts as oral history? Here, I review two documentary films, both mem-
oirs, and consider these questions. The first, Cameraperson, is a 2016 film by
Kirsten Johnson that shows, rather than tells, her life stories. The second, Stories
We Tell, is a 2012 film by Canadian Sarah Polley, which seeks to find, through
interviews, the truth about her mother, and ultimately herself.

Cameraperson is a montage of scenes Kirsten recorded all over the world.
At the opening of the film, the following appears:

For the past 25 years I’ve worked as a documentary cinematographer. I
originally shot the following footage for other films, but here I ask you to
see it as my memoir. These are the images that have marked me and leave
me wondering still.

The film shows clips, excerpts, and outtakes from the locations where Kirsten
made films throughout her twenty-five-year career. In Bosnia, Afghanistan, and
Yemen, she shows sites of mass violence and rape, and the survivors. We visit a
Brooklyn fight club, a midwife in Nigeria, Ground Zero in Manhattan, a murder trial
courtroom, a Yemeni prison, Kirsten’s ranch in Wyoming, and her apartment in
Brooklyn. The film feels like a long sentence with commas, as it goes to and from
these places with barely a pause. We see Kirsten’s face only once. But we see her
hands working, pulling out blades of grass and wiping windows to clear the cam-
era’s view. We hear her voice, talking about composition, lighting, and ethics.
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